Abstract.
In this paper, we rigorously derive a diffusion model for semiconductor superlattices, starting from a kinetic description of electron transport at the microscopic scale. Electron transport in the superlattice is modelled by a collisionless Boltzmann equation subject to a periodic array of localized scatters modeling the periodic heterogeneities of the material. The limit of a large number of periodicity cells combined with a large-time asymptotics leads to a homogenized diffusion equation which belongs to the class of so-called "SHE" models (for Spherical Harmonics Expansion).
The rigorous convergence proof relies on fine estimates on the operator modeling the localized scatters.
Introduction.
The purpose of this paper is the rigorous derivation of a diffusion model for semiconductor superlattices, starting from a kinetic description of electron transport at the microscopic scale.
Semiconductor superlattices are processed by growing periodic layers of two different semiconductor materials, like GaAs and GaAlAs [25] , [34] . The different electronic affinities of the two materials produce a periodic electrostatic potential in the direction of the growth axis, which is discontinuous at each interface between the two materials. Superlattices possess a number of interesting physical properties, especially regarding optoelectronics applications [25] . The modeling of electron transport in superlattices relies on efficient, yet phenomenological models, mostly based on Esaki and Tsu's model [18] .
Electron motion across the superlattice structure obeys quantum mechanics over length scales which are at least of the order of the superlattice period. However, the interaction of the electrons against various kinds of defects (such as the possible roughness of the material interfaces) can cause a breakdown of the electron phase coherences on larger length scales and thus destroy the quantum nature of the transport.
In such a situation, Esaki and Tsu's model needs to be adapted. The model derived in the present paper is an attempt in this direction.
We consider a situation such that, within one superlattice period, one of the materials (denoted by (AT)) is much narrower than the other one (denoted by (W)).
We can conveniently describe the narrow material as a single plane at which the potential possesses a singularity and which acts as a localized source of scattering.
The superlattice structure is therefore reduced to a periodic array of cells consisting of material (W) separated by interfaces consisting of potential singularities. Electron motion within each cell is modeled by a collisionless Boltzmann equation for the distribution function (or the particle density in phase space (position, momentum)).
The distribution functions in neighbouring cells are connected by means of a transmission operator, which describes the quantum scattering of the particles by the potential singularity.
In this sense, the model retains the quantum nature of transport through the sharp potential inhomogeneities, while staying classical on larger scales.
The aim of this paper is to rigorously investigate the limit of a large number of cells and of large time. We suppose that there are a-1 superlattice cells within a macroscopic distance of the order of unity, while a given particle crosses a-2 cells within one unit of time, where a is a small parameter, typically the ratio of the superlattice period to the typical size of the device. Because the interface operators conserve particle energy, the limit model is a diffusion equation in an "augmented space" (position, energy), which is known as the "SHE" model (for Spherical Harmonics Expansion, a terminology arising from its early derivation by physicists, [8] , [12] and references therein).
Homogenization limits of kinetic equations in the diffusion regime (diffusion approximation) have been widely investigated in the literature.
Early formal approaches go back to [26] , [27] for neutron transport while the mathematical theory was set up in [9] . The solution is formally expanded in powers of the small parameter a. The problem is then formally reduced to a sequence of "cell problems" posed on the elementary period. Beyond homogenization problems, this expansion, which goes back to Hilbert and Chapman-Enskog, has been extensively used in diffusion limits of kinetic equations (see [28] , [7] in neutron transport, [6] in radiative transfer and [31] , [23] , [8] in semiconductor physics). However, the reduction to a sequence of cell problems is not easily justified. To overcome this problem, the theory of two-scale convergence [29] , [2] has recently been applied to the homogenization of kinetic equations in the diffusive regime [3] , [24] , [17] (see also [20] , [1] ).
The present paper is, to our knowledge, the first to deal with the homogenization of a kinetic problem in which the diffusion mechanism (the scattering by the interfaces) is concentrated at the boundary of the periodicity cells. We show that, in this particular situation, the diffusion limit can be rigorously justified without resorting to a cell problem nor to the theory of two-scale convergence.
Besides, most of the previous works are concerned with diffusion models in position space only. As already pointed out, our limit regime is described by a diffusion equation posed on the extended position-energy space. Significant , an alternate SHE model for superlattices is formally derived. It relies on a discrete formulation of the original kinetic problem and applies to a broader class of superlattices.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec. 2, the Boltzmann equation for superlattices, which is the starting point of our analysis, is introduced and appropriately scaled. The main theorem of the paper, i.e., the convergence of the Boltzmann equation towards the "SHE" model is also stated. In Sec. 3, the existence theory for the Boltzmann equation is given. First, properties of the energy band diagram (the energy versus momentum relationship) and of the interface operators are given. From this, the appropriate functional setting is defined. One of the key estimates, which gives the control of the trace of the distribution function on the interfaces in terms of the transport operator within the cells, is developed. It allows us to prove that the Boltzmann equation supplemented with the interface conditions admits solutions in an L2 setting. The uniqueness of the solutions is left open in this work.
In Sec. 4, the proof of the main theorem, i.e., the convergence towards the SHE model, is developed. A first technical point is to prove that the weak L2 limit of the distribution function depends on the energy only, instead of all components of momentum.
The idea is to first prove this property for the traces on the interfaces, using the dissipative properties of the interface operator and then to "propagate" this property inside the cells. The second technical point is to prove that the current actually converges and to compute the limit. Again, the trace of the current at the interfaces is easy to compute by means of an auxiliary function that is a solution of a local problem (and not a cell problem). The point is again to prove that this property propagates inside the cells. The proofs of these two points rely on the estimate of the trace of the distribution function on the interfaces proved in Sec. 3.
2. The superlattice model and the scaling. At the microscopic scale, the unit length is chosen such that the superlattice period is 1. Therefore, the (N) interfaces are located at the points xn = n with n G Z. Let f(x,k,t) be the electron distribution function in material iW). The position variable x is one dimensional and belongs to the real line except the location of the (N) interfaces; so, x G R\Z. The momentum variable k belongs to the first Brillouin zone B associated with material (W). The Brillouin zone is the fundamental domain of the torus R3/L*, where L* is the reciprocal lattice of material (W) (isomorphic to Z3). All functions of k will be considered as periodic with periodicity L*. Note that the k variable is three dimensional even though the position variable x is one dimensional. Finally, the time variable t belongs to [0, oo).
The collisionless Bolt.zmann equation in material (W) is written:
Here, vx = vx(k) is the ^-component of the particle velocity v(k) defined by
where e(k) is a given smooth periodic function of k that gives the energy-wave-vector relationship in material (W) (the so-called band diagram). V = V(x) is the electrostatic potential due to charges and externally applied biases. It will be assumed given, time independent and as regular as necessary. it-mws (2.2)
The outgoing (respectively incoming) trace is the distribution of particles leaving (respectively entering) the (W) material at the (N) interface located at n.
We suppose that the traces of / are defined and that the W -N -W structure can be conveniently described by a scattering operator that maps the outgoing trace at each interface to the corresponding incoming trace:
This scattering operator Bn is an integral operator given for any function tp(k) defined on B by
The scattering cross section an can be derived from the quantum scattering analysis of the potential profile associated with the W -N -W structure. Precisely, if vx(k') > 0 and vx(k) > 0, \vx(k)\an(k', k)8{e(k')-e{k))dk is the number of electrons transmitted through the interface to the right into a volume dk around k for one incident electron on the left with wave vector k'. Similarly, if vx(k') > 0 and vx(k) < 0, \vx(k)\an(k', k)S(s(k') -e(k))dk is the number of electrons reflected by the interface to the left into a volume dk around k for one incident electron on the left with wave vector k'. Similar interpretations are valid respectively for vx(k) < 0, vx(k') < 0 and vx(k) < 0, vx(k') > 0. an depends on n to allow smooth changes (on a macroscopic scale) in the W -N -W structure.
The passage to the macroscopic scale is done by the diffusion rescaling
where a <C 1 is a small parameter that is the ratio of the microscopic unit length (the superlattice period) to the macroscopic unit length (the typical size of the device). The square of a appears in the time rescaling because we are aiming at a diffusion model at the macroscopic scale. Setting
we obtain the following model, which is the starting point of our analysis (where we have dropped the primes for clarity):
Note that the electrostatic potential is assumed independent of a, which amounts to supposing that it varies over the macroscopic scale only. In this paper, we shall suppose Hypothesis 2.1. The electric field dxV belongs to the Sobolev space W1'00 (in other words, dxV is bounded and globally Lipschitz over R).
Similarly, we suppose that there is a smooth function a(x,k',k) of the macroscopic variable x, such that <jn(k', k) = cr(na, k!, k), and we define the operator B(x) by
Then, the interface condition (2.7) is also written 7 Z(fa) = S(na)(7r(D). (2.9)
In this paper, we are concerned with the limit a -> 0 of the kinetic model (2.6) and (2.9), with initial data In other words, ff is the restriction to R\aZ x B of an everywhere defined function independent of a. Since Fj depends on k through the energy e{k) only and satisfies the regularity assumption (2.11), the initial datum (2.12) satisfies the interface condition (2.9) (see Sec. 3). In this paper, wc are concerned with proving the following result: fa (in a sense that will be specified further, see proposition 3.11).
(ii) When a tends to zero, fa converges to f° in the weak star topology of L°°([0,T], L2(R x B)) for any T > 0, where f°(x,k,t) = F(x,e(k),t) and F(x,e,t) is the weak .43)), but the density-of-states N(e) is different, due to some differences in the original kinetic model. In the next section, we introduce the functional setting, and prove the existence and uniqueness of the solution. 
If v|*|<«.
Let us remark that L2(B) is nothing but the weighted L2 space associated with the weight |ur(fc)|, which will be denoted by L2(B).
Geometrical preliminaries.
This section is devoted to some geometrical properties of the energy function e(k). We first suppose that £ is a C2 function on B with values in K, whose periodic extension to the whole space K3 is a C2 function. For any energy e £ R, we denote by Se the constant energy surface <Se = {k G B,e{k) = e}. Let dSE(k) be the Euclidean surface element on SE and 1Z the closure of the numerical range of e(fc). We also denote by dNe(k) the co-area and by N{e) the energy-density of states:
By Sard's theorem and the implicit function theorem, these objects are defined for all e 6 TZq, where TV\JZo is the set of critical values for the function k -> e(k) and is of measure zero. For further simplifications, we suppose that TZ\R-q is a finite set, associated with a finite set B\Bq of critical points. In order to use the Morse lemma, we also assume that these critical points are nondegenerate.
Hence, for ko £ B\B0, and £o = e(fco)> there exists a neighborhood U of ko and a diffeomorphism Lp such that, either e o tp = £0 + k2 + k2 + k2 
Let e be a limit point of the sequence (e"). Then £ G TZ and the above properties imply that \vx(k)\ = 0 almost everywhere on Se with respect to the measure dNe(k), which is in contradiction with Hypothesis 3. 
is compact on L2(SE), for all e G 71, and i6R.
Property (i) expresses the obvious physical constraint that a number of particles must be positive (see the interpretation of a in Sec. 2). Property (ii) states that the flux of particles of given energy £ is preserved by the transmission operator. It is true as long as there is no scattering between different energy states (via, e.g., phonons). An account of inelastic scattering in the present analysis is possible provided that it remains weak. This will be developed in a future work. Equation (3.5) can be rewritten with the co-area formula:
Property (iii) expresses the time reversibility of the microscopic scattering process. Combined with (3.5), Eq. (3.6) yields the following identity, further referred to as the normalization condition:
fB '
From (3.9) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we easily deduce the following inequality:
\B(x)u\2L2(S^ < M^2(5c), (3.10)
which plays a similar role to the Darrozes-Guiraud inequality in gas-surface interaction [11] . Since by the normalization condition (3.9), constant functions are fixed points of B(x), (3.10) implies that for each e E 71, the operator B(x) is a continuous linear operator on L2(S6) with norm 1: l|B(*)IU(La(s.)) = l. Ve G 7Z.
(3.11)
We denote by Ba the operator on L2(Ya) that coincides with B(an) on each interface, namely:
Obviously, Ba is a continuous operator on L2(Ta). Moreover, as a consequence of hypothesis (i), B(x)u > 0 for any nonnegative and nonidentically vanishing function u G L2(S£). This implies the following proposition. (ii) We have N(I-B{x))= R, (3.12) where N denotes the Null-Space of an operator defined on L2(SE).
Proof, (ii) is a direct consequence of (i). Prom the normalization condition (3.8), the constant functions are eigenfunctions of B(x) associated with the eigenvalue 1. By Hypothesis 3.2, Krein-Rutman's theorem [10] applies and 1 is the only eigenvalue of B{x) and it is simple, which proves (i). □ Let us now denote by Q the orthogonal projector of L2(SE) onto the space of constant functions, namely 
Jsc and satisfies, thanks to the flux condition (3.5), the following property:
The following lemma will be needed in the sequel. We now notice that, by elementary operator theory, V(x,e) g R x 7Z, 3K(x,e) < 1 such that ||^(2;)^>||£(l2(5e)) < K(x,e) < 1.
In the remainder, we shall assume that this constant is bounded away from 1, as (x,e) vary. Obviously, the hypothesis is satisfied in the case of the isotropic transmission operator B(x) = Q. It is also satisfied if B{x) is bounded by a constant times Q from below, as the following lemma states. Proof. First, note that (3.20) and the flux conservation relation (3.5) imply that 0 < a0 < 1. Let <p G L2(Oa) be such that fs ip(k)\vx(k)\dNe(k) = 0, a.e. e G TZ. We can write, for k G S£,
Since V(e)a(x,k',k) -^ > 0, and using Cauchy-Schwarz's inequality, we deduce that
which completes the proof. □
We close this section by giving the following technical hypothesis on the x and £ dependence of the operator B*.
HYPOTHESIS 3.4. Denote by dxB* and dEB* the operators defined by (3.14) with a replaced respectively by dxo and d£o. Then, dxB* and deB* are assumed to be bounded operators on L2(S£), uniformly with respect to (x,e) elxK. In order to prove that Aa with domain Ha(A,B) generates a strongly continuous semigroup (which is enough to prove existence of solutions of (2.6)-(2.7)), the closedness of Ha (A,B) with respect to the graph norm of Aa is needed. A way of proving such a property is to control |7°ut(ix)|Z/2(ra) in terms of the graph norm. By applying the Green's formula (3.23) with w = u, it is easy to get the estimate (1-Pl|)|7rwii2(r-) <"MhW Unfortunately, since B leaves invariant the set of constant functions on the energy shells SE, the norm of B is equal to one, and the above inequality does not provide the sought control of |7«ut(w)|i2(rQ). In order to deal with this problem, we introduce the operator It is readily seen that a solution of (3.27) corresponds to a fixed point for the application T,j, so that Proposition 3.6 is a consequence of □ Lemma 3.7. Tv is a contraction on L2(ra), with Lipschitz constant \\Bv\\c(l2(b))i hence it admits a unique fixed point.
Proof. Let ipi and tp2 be in L2(Fa), and V\,V2 be the associated solutions of (3.28).
Then, we have I/^Il2(o°o < \Fv\lHo°), la<9«/"lL2(c>°) = \Af%\LHO°) < 1-4-^1 L2(oa)-(3.30)
Since we are aiming at approximating the solution of problem (2.6)-(2.9) by a sequence of solutions fv given by the previous lemma, we need the following result. which proves the boundedness of 7"'c(Fr)) in L2(ra). □ Estimates (3.30) allow us to take the limit i) -> 0 in Eq. (3.29). In order to take the limit in the equality YaC{f%) = ^7aUt(/^)i we need some trace estimates. This is the aim of the next section. which shows the second inequality of (3.32), the first one obviously following from (3.11).
(ii) Define <fia(x) by <t>a(x) = -^ , x e ((n -l)a, na).
Note that \(j)a\L°o{ua) = 1, that 7na{(f>a) = 1, 7(t-i)a(^Q) = _1 and that = «• The control of <?7aUt(w) = Qja'c(u) is obtained by multiplying Au by sgn(vx)u and integrating with respect to x and k. This method obviously breaks down for small vx(k) if the electric field dxV is nonzero, because sgn(i>x) is not differentiate.
However, by regularizing the sign function and using (3.4), it is possible to limit the breakdown of the method to the boundary of the energy range 1Z. This is why we only have estimates of the projections Q-y°ut(u) = Qj^° (u) in the weighted spaces L|(ra), VS > 0. Using In particular, this implies that Q7^t(w) lies in L2{Se) for almost every (later abbreviated by a.e.) e e TZ. □ Moreover, we have the following estimates, which will be useful later on:
Lemma 3.13. There exists a constant C independent of a such that IT \Pl°^(r(t))\lHra)dt < Ca2\Fl\lW). where from now on, C denotes generic constants independent of a and of the data.
We immediately deduce from the lemma that there exists a subsequence (still denoted by fa) and a function f° in L°°(0, T; L2(R x B)) such that fa f° in L°°(0, T, L2(K x B)) weak star (4.7)
when a -> 0.
In view of Lemma 4.1, it is reasonable to expect that the traces Ya°(fa) an(^ 7Sut(/°) converge to functions of the energy only. In the next section, we prove that this property remains true for fa. 
Taking the difference of these two identities and using the inequalities where K is a compact set containing {s(k), (x, k, t) G supp(0)}. Finally, this leads to the estimate im/q -fau) w,v\ < acmp^\n\h(,,wra)) + i^7r(niiWW))
which shows that /" -/a -> 0 in the distributional sense. □ 4.3. The kinetic problem in weak form and the continuity equation. We first write problem (3.38) in weak form. Green's formula (3.23) immediately
gives the following lemma. The classical structure of a diffusion approximation problem can now be clearly seen on (4.13), since the interface scattering operator appears explicitly, multiplied by the right scaling factor 1 /a (see, e.g., [31], [8]). We now define the density and current of particles of energy e by Fa(x,e,t) = -j-[ fa(x,k,t)6(e(k) -e)dk, (4.14) as rj -> 0. Therefore, the right-hand side of (4.17) tends to 0 as rj -> 0, which concludes the proof. □
We are now aiming at taking the limit a -> 0. We obviously have Fa^W{£)lB /0(2:' ^ t)5{£{k) ~ £)dk = F'
in L°°(0, T, L2(R x TV)) weak star. Note that Ja is the ratio of two quantities tending to zero as a -> 0, because Js vx(k)FdNe(k) = 0. In the next section, we prove that Ja has a finite limit.
4.4. Existence of a limit for the current. Ja is defined on fla x 11 and has traces 7na(Ja) the interfaces, obviously given by 7*a(-/a)(M) = -[ lnaUa){k^)vx{k)5{e(k) -e)dk. (4.19) " Jb By the current conservation assumption (3.5), it is readily seen that 7na(Ja)(e>t) = 7m(^)(£,<) := Cfe4).
(4-20)
thus defining the quantity J™a.
Prom this quantity, we construct the piecewise constant function Ja as follows:
Ja(x,e,t) = J%a(e,t), xG (n-^ ) a, (n+ i ) a
The existence of a limit of Ja is obtained through that of Ja as the following lemma states. We note that the convergence (4.23) allows us to pass to the limit in (4.16) and to obtain Proof of Lemma 4-5. We first define the current carried by the outgoing and incoming traces: Then, (4.34) follows with C = (1 -A')-1.
We now prove a similar estimate (4.34) for dx\■ dxx is the solution of problem (/ -B*)(dxX) = dxB*(X) + \dxB*{sgn^)), dxX ± N(I -B).
Then, from the proof of (4.34) and the fact that dxB* is a bounded operator on L2(Se), uniformly with respect to (i^JelxR (Hypothesis 3.4), it follows that I^X|L2(5e) ^ C|xIl2(5£) + C'I sgn(Uc)|L2(S£) < C, uniformly for (x,e) eRxR. □ The energy variable e is also a parameter, but it appears that estimates for dex are not easily available for e close to the critical values of the function e(/c). Indeed, the derivative of Bx with respect to e involves a term arising from the e-dependence of the integration domain S£ of the integral operator. This term may be singular in the neighbourhood of the critical values of the function s(k).
We will now establish the current equation.
Lemma 4.8. F and J satisfy the current equation (2.14) in the space of L2(R x TZ).
We now consider the left-hand side of (4.35). We first write, using duality and the second equation ( In (4.37), the factors ((/ -B(na)*)xP(na, k))<j>(na, e(k),t) can be considered as the piecewise constant approximation of the function ((/ -B(x)*)Xp(x, k))4>(x, e(k), t). Since this function is regular, and more precisely, uniformly continuous with respect to x, with values in L2(B), the piecewise constant approximation is an approximation in the strong topology of L2([0, T] x K, L2(B)).
It follows that the expression (4.37) can be viewed as the L2 dot product of a weakly converging sequence with a strongly converging one. Therefore, it converges as a -» 0 to f f g°>ont(x,k,t)((I -B(x)*)xP(x,k))<l>(x,e,t)\vx(k)\dkdxdt. Let us now identify J by passing to the limit in (4.41). To this aim, we use the following lemma whose proof is postponed to the end of the section. Furthermore, D can be zero only if A = x + |sgn(^a;) = C(e(k)). But the condition (x> 1)l2(5£) -0 implies that C = 0 and x = -5 sgn(ur). But then x cannot be a solution of (2.18). Therefore, the inequality is strict, which yields the positivity of D.
The continuity of D is a consequence of that of Dp (which follows from Hypothesis where t(x, e) 6 [0,1] is the transmission probability of particles of energy e through the interface, 1 -t{x,e) is the reflection probability and V(e) is the normalizing factor (3.13). In this case, it is easy to see that B is selfadjoint. After some straightforward computations, one gets *<*•k) = 2fi~=~t) D " w~r)v-(5-2) Hypothesis 3.2 on B require that 0 < t < 1. If furthermore, t is continuous with respect to (x,e) it is clear that x satisfies Hypothesis 4.1.
5.2. Clean interface: parallel momentum preserved. This case is opposite to the preceding one. We suppose that the interface is perfectly clean, so that momentum in the direction parallel to the interface is preserved. In this case, only a one-dimensional momentum space is considered: the component of momentum kx in the normal direction to the interface. It is supposed that the directional energy £x{kx) in this direction can be defined (this is possible in the case of a parabolic band structure, but is only an approximation in the general case), such that the velocity in this direction is written vx = dkxsx{kx).
The transmission probability becomes a function of £x(kx) only. The limit model is a SHE model of the form (2.13), (2.14) with JV(£) = £ I., * = S6"K)' 0= £ 
